We investigate initial information, unbounded memory and randomization in gathering mobile agents on a grid. We construct a state machine, such that it is possible to gather, with probability 1, all configurations of its copies. This machine has initial input, unbounded memory, and is randomized. We show that no machine having any two of these capabilities but not the third, can be used to gather, with high probability, all configurations.
Introduction
Initial information, unbounded memory and randomization are features known to influence the feasibility of many distributed tasks. In particular, each of these capabilities significantly influences the feasibility of tasks performed by mobile agents in networks. For example, even synchronous anonymous agents cannot meet in an oriented two-dimensional grid or in ring, in a deterministic way, as they are incapable of breaking symmetry. On the other hand, such meeting of synchronous randomized agents can be accomplished with probability 1 on these networks, which shows the power of randomization in this case. The power of unbounded memory has been also frequently observed. For example, it was shown in [15] that, even in the class of rings, memory of logarithmic size is needed to accomplish rendezvous of deterministic anonymous agents starting from nonsymmetric positions. This shows the power of unbounded memory: deterministic finite automata accomplish less, in terms of rendezvous, than deterministic unbounded-memory state machines. Finally, the impact of initial information on the feasibility of tasks performed by mobile agents is also well known. For example, it is possible to perform exploration with stop of all oriented rings by a single agent, if some bound on the size of the ring is initially given to the agent, but it is impossible to perform this task in this class without any initial input.
In this paper we investigate the power of these three capabilities in accomplishing a well-researched task: that of gathering mobile agents. Agents are modeled as identical (anonymous) copies of the same state machine, either with bounded memory (and hence they are finite automata), or with unbounded memory (and hence they are computationally equivalent to Turing Machines). They can be deterministic or randomized. They can get some initial input depending on the initial configuration of the agents, or they can be deprived of any such input.
Agents start from distinct cells, they move asynchronously in the grid, and all of them have to get to a single cell and detect this fact. They have a compass showing the cardinal directions, and in each round they see the states of all agents in the same and in neighboring cells. On the basis of this observation in round r, of the initial input, if it is provided, and of a coin toss in the case of randomized agents, an agent transits to some state and, depending on it, either stays inert or moves to a neighboring cell in some round r ′ > r decided by the asynchronous adversary. The actions of an agent are performed in an increasing sequence (r 1 , r ′ 1 , . . . , r k , r ′ k ) of rounds, where in rounds r i the agent looks at states in its neighborhood, and in rounds r ′ i it transits to a new state and, depending on it, stays still or moves.
Our results
We ask the fundamental question if there exists a state machine, such that it is possible to gather, with probability 1, all initial configurations of agents that are copies of this machine. The answer is yes, and our first result is the construction of such a machine. This is a machine in the strongest of our models: it has initial input, unbounded memory, and it is randomized. Hence it is natural to ask if those three capabilities are indeed necessary to gather all configurations. We answer this question affirmatively as well, by showing that no machine having any two of these capabilities but not the third, can be used to gather, with high probability, all possible configurations.
Finally, we consider the gathering power of deterministic machines. For this model it is natural to consider connected configurations, as deterministic machines (even with initial input and with unbounded memory) cannot be used to gather very simple disconnected configurations. We construct deterministic Turing Machines (without initial input) that can be used to gather all connected configurations, and we construct deterministic finite automata (without initial input) that can be used to gather all contractible connected configurations, i.e., connected configurations without "holes".
Related work
Gathering has been mostly studied for two mobile agents and in this case it is usually called rendezvous. An extensive survey of randomized rendezvous in various scenarios can be found in [5] , cf. also [3, 4, 6, 10, 27] . Deterministic rendezvous in networks has been surveyed in [32] . Several authors considered the geometric scenario (rendezvous in an interval of the real line, see, e.g., [10, 11, 24] , or in the plane, see, e.g., [7, 8] ). Gathering more than two agents has been studied, e.g., in [25, 27, 31, 34] . In [35] the authors considered rendezvous of many agents with unique labels, and gathering many labeled agents in the presence of Byzantine agents was studied in [20] . Configurations of anonymous agents that can be synchronously gathered in arbitrary graphs were characterized in [19] . The problem was also studied in the context of multiple robot systems, cf. [13, 22] , and fault tolerant gathering of robots in the plane was studied, e.g., in [2, 14] .
For the deterministic setting, a lot of effort has been dedicated to the study of the feasibility of rendezvous, and to the time required to achieve this task, when feasible. For instance, deterministic rendezvous with agents equipped with tokens used to mark nodes was considered, e.g., in [30] . Deterministic rendezvous of two agents that cannot mark nodes but have unique labels was discussed in [18, 33] . These papers are concerned with the time of rendezvous in arbitrary graphs. In [18] the authors show a rendezvous algorithm polynomial in the size of the graph, in the length of the shorter label and in the delay between the starting time of the agents. In [33] rendezvous time is polynomial in the first two of these parameters and independent of the delay.
Memory required by two anonymous agents to achieve deterministic rendezvous has been studied in [23] for trees and in [15] for general graphs. Memory needed for randomized rendezvous in the ring is discussed, e.g., in [29] .
Several authors have investigated asynchronous rendezvous in the plane [1, 12, 22] and in network environments [9, 16, 17] . In the latter scenario it was assumed that the agent chooses the edge which it decides to traverse but the adversary controls the speed of the agent. Under this assumption rendezvous in a node cannot be guaranteed even in very simple graphs, and hence the rendezvous requirement is relaxed to permit the agents to meet inside an edge. In [9] the authors studied rendezvous in grids of two agents sharing a common coordinate system. The feasibility of asynchronous rendezvous of two anonymous agents in arbitrary graphs was discussed in [26] , both in the deterministic and in the randomized version.
Collective exploration of the grid in models similar to ours has been considered, e.g., in [21, 28] .
The model
We consider the grid Z 2 whose nodes are called cells. The distance between two cells (x, y) and (x ′ , y ′ ) is |x − x ′ | + |y − y ′ |. Cells (x, y) and (x ′ , y ′ ) are neighbors, if their distance is 1. An agent situated in cell (x, y) can move to one of the neighboring cells (x, y +1), (x+1, y), (x, y −1), (x−1, y) or stay put. The move to each of the above cells is denoted N, E, S, W , respectively, and we use P to denote the stay-put action. This move or the stay-put action depends on the current memory state of the agent, which in turn depends on the previous state, on what the agent sees in the cell in which it is situated and in the neighboring cells, and on a coin toss in the case of random machines. In the sequel we will use the terms "move North", "the cell North of a given cell", etc. The grid is oriented and the agents have compasses, so each agent knows the meaning of N, E, S, W . However, agents do not see the coordinates of the cells. In the beginning, agents occupy some cells, one agent per cell. The set of these cells (and, by abuse of terminology, of these agents) is called an initial configuration.
In all our models, agents are represented as identical copies of a state machine defined as follows. Consider a set Q of states. This set may be finite or (countable) infinite. We specify an element q 0 ∈ Q as the initial state. A deterministic machine (called a deterministic finite automaton if Q is finite, and a deterministic infinite state machine if Q is infinite) is specified by two functions. The action function φ : Q −→ {N, E, S, W, P } indicates how the action of the agent depends on its current state. In order to describe the transition function π which indicates how agents change states, we denote by S the set of finite sets of couples from Z + × Q, where Z + is the set of positive integers. The transition function is a function π : Q × S × S × S × S × S −→ Q and is interpreted as follows. Consider a five-tuple (a P , a N , a E , a S , a W ) of elements of S. Each of its terms is a set of the type {(n 1 , q 1 ), . . . , (n k , q k )}. It is interpreted as the observation of n i agents with state q i , for i = 1, . . . , k. For the set a P this observation concerns the cell where the observing agent is situated, for the set a N it concerns the cell North of it, and so on. Now if π(q, a P , a N , a E , a S , a W ) = q ′ , then the agent observing the respective numbers of agents in the respective states in the five cells to which it has currently access, transits from state q to state q ′ . This captures the assumption that an agent can observe states of all agents in its own and in the neighboring cells, and acts depending on the result of this observation.
A random machine (called a random finite automaton if Q is finite, and a random infinite state machine if Q is infinite) is defined by a suitable modification of the transition function (the action function remaining the same). By b we denote a random bit (each value with probability 1/2). The transition function is now π : {0, 1} × Q × S × S × S × S × S −→ Q, and its value is determined as before but additionally depends on the value of the random bit, which is the first term of the 7-tuple in the domain. Both in the deterministic and in the random case, each agent starts in the initial state q 0 , if no initial input is given.
Notice that, in the case of an infinite set Q of states, the deterministic (resp. random) infinite state machine is computationally equivalent to the deterministic (resp. random) Turing Machine. We will use the latter terminology, thus speaking of four models of agents: deterministic finite automata, deterministic Turing Machines, random finite automata, and random Turing Machines.
We need one more distinction. The above defined models correspond to machines without any initial input. However, we will also use machines with initial input (possibly depending on the initial configuration) given to all the agents at the beginning as a finite binary string (the same for all agents). Let I be the set of finite binary strings. Machines (of each of the above four types) with initial input are defined similarly as before, using additionally an input function f : I −→ Q interpreted as follows. If the machine is given initial input I, it starts in state f (I) instead of state q 0 .
The last issue to specify is the way in which asynchrony of the agents is modeled. Since we want the agents to gather in some cell, rather than inside an edge, we cannot use the adversary from [9, 16, 17] that can decide the speed of an agent in each edge. Instead, we adopt the asynchronous adversary from [21, 28] . Time is partitioned in rounds and each agent is activated in an increasing sequence (r 1 , r ′ 1 , . . . , r k , r ′ k ) of rounds, decided by the adversary. In a round r i , the agent in current state q looks at states of agents in its cell and in the neighboring cells and computes the value of the function φ on this basis and possibly on the basis of the random bit. This is called a look. In the round r ′ i , the agent transits to the new state q ′ computed by φ and stays put or moves (i.e., it executes the function π). As in [21, 28] we assume for simplicity that the change of state and the move are done at the end of round r ′ i . This means that in the segment [r i , r ′ i ] of rounds the agent stays inert in state q. The agent can be seen in the (possibly new) cell in state q ′ only in round r ′ i + 1. For any of the above models, the task of gathering is formulated as follows.
• There exists a round in which all agents are in a single cell and all have transited to the final state ω, which is interpreted as the agents detecting gathering.
• Once in the state ω, an agent remains in it and stays put forever.
• An agent never transits to the final state ω before all agents are in a single cell (no false detection of gathering on the part of any agent).
Three qualities are better than two
We start by asking the following fundamental question.
Does there exist a state machine, such that it is possible to gather, with probability 1, all initial configurations of agents that are copies of this machine?
The following result gives a positive answer to this question.
Theorem 2.1 There exists a random Turing Machine M with initial input that has the following property. Consider any initial configuration C in which agents are copies of M , and suppose that the size n of C is given to each of them as initial input. Then the configuration will be gathered with probability 1.
We present an algorithm that achieves gathering with probability 1, starting from any initial configuration, and can be executed by agents that are identical copies of some random Turing Machine with initial input.
Algorithm General Gathering
The high-level idea of the algorithm is the following. The initial input is the number n of agents in the configuration. Each agent registers it in its memory. We first design a procedure that brings agents, with probability 1, at distance at most 1, makes them notice this fact, and breaks symmetry between them. Call this procedure Basic Approach. Each agent starts by executing it, all the time remembering the path to its starting cell, coded as a sequence of moves N, E, S, W , called the characteristic of the agent. The characteristic is extended by one term after every move. Upon every approach at distance at most 1 during the execution of Basic Approach, one of the agents, the loser, terminates the execution of this procedure and stays idle until further notice, and the other, the winner, continues the procedure, remembering the path to the inert agent. At all times, an agent that still continues procedure Basic Approach, has a bag consisting of some agents. In the beginning, the bag of each agent is empty. When two agents get at distance at most 1 during Basic Approach, the winner adds to its bag the bag of the losing agent and this agent itself. Hence, at all times, a bag consists of (temporarily) inert agents. Since agents are anonymous, the way to remember them (i.e., to hold them in the bag) is by keeping for each agent in the bag a path to its waiting cell: this path is coded by moves N, E, S, W and updated at each move. After each approach of agents at distance at most 1 during procedure Basic Approach, the number of agents still executing this procedure decreases. After the end of the execution of this procedure by the agent a that always won, the bag of agent a consists of n − 1 agents. Agent a notices it, and knows a path to each of the other agents. Then a terminates procedure Basic Approach and starts the procedure Guiding. It consists in visiting all the other agents in some canonical order, and giving each of them a path to the starting cell of a. Whenever a waiting agent gets this path, it execute procedure Final: it walks along the path given to it by a, and stops forever in the starting cell of a. After visiting all agents in its bag, agent a executes procedure Final in its turn: it gets back to its starting cell, using its own characteristic. At the end of procedure Final, each agent that went back to the starting cell of a, transits to the final state ω upon noticing n − 1 other agents in this cell.
We now describe the details of the algorithm. We will use the following notions, introduced in [16] .
(In [16] they were defined for arbitrary graphs, we adopt them to the oriented grid). A route of an agent is the sequence of edges (e 1 , e 2 , . . . ), such that e i is incident to e i+1 , in the order in which the agent traverses them. This sequence is a (not necessarily simple) path in the grid. A route can be coded as a sequence of letters N, E, S, W , the ith letter indicating which direction should be taken to traverse edge e i .
Consider two routes R 1 and R 2 starting at nodes v and w, respectively. We say that these routes form a tunnel, if there exists a prefix [e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ] of route R 1 and a prefix [e n , e n−1 , . . . , e 1 ] of route R 2 , for some edges e i in the grid, such that e i = {v i , v i+1 }, where v 1 = v and v n+1 = w. Intuitively, the route R 1 has a prefix P ending at w and the route R 2 has a prefix which is the reverse of P , ending at v. For simplicity we will also say that prefixes [e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ] and [e n , e n−1 , . . . , e 1 ] form a tunnel.
In [26] the authors showed a (randomized) algorithm that constructs a tunnel with probability 1, for any starting nodes v and w. This was used to establish rendezvous with probability 1, of any two agents, under an asynchronous adversary different from ours. This adversary could walk an agent inside any edge chosen by the agent, with arbitrary, possibly varying speed, as long as the walk was continuous and ended up at the other endpoint of the edge. While such an adversary is at least as powerful as ours, it is impossible to guarantee meeting at a node, and hence in [26] (similarly as in [16] ) the meeting could occur inside an edge of the graph. We do not allow such a possibility. Moreover, agents have to notice the approach in our case, while rendezvous (possibly inside an edge) in [26] finished the entire process. Hence we cannot use the rendezvous algorithm from [26] , and we need a deviation from it: the tunnel constructed there has to be used (slightly) differently. This modified method of meeting between any two agents will be used as a building block in our gathering algorithm.
First notice that all routes in the grid can be ordered lexicographically, by (arbitrarily) ordering the cardinal directions N < E < S < W . The procedure Basic Approach can be described as follows.
Procedure Basic Approach
The agent walks along the route produced in the algorithm from [26] . This route contains a random ingredient: in some rounds the agent tosses a coin and adds the obtained random bit to its partial label, on the basis of which a part of the route is constructed. Then it tosses a coin again, produces an extension of its partial label, constructs another part of the route, and so on.
We will show that, regardless of the actions of the adversary, if there are still at least two agents executing procedure Basic Approach, there exists a round in which one of them looks at states of agents in its cell and in the neighborhood and sees one or more other agents executing procedure Basic Approach in one or more of these cells. The agent that made this observation enters a contest. It compares its characteristic to those of these other agents. If some other agent has a lexicographically larger characteristic, the observing agent becomes a loser, terminates its execution of Basic Approach, and stays idle until it is visited by an agent performing procedure Guiding (see below). The agent whose characteristic is lexicographically largest of all agents executing procedure Basic Approach that it currently sees becomes a winner. It waits until all the agents that lost with it realize that they lost and become losers, and it adds to its bag (the paths of) all agents from the bags of all the losers and the paths (of length 0 or 1) to the losers themselves. If the observing agent sees another agent in a neighboring cell with the same characteristic (which can happen e.g., at the beginning, when agents are in their starting neighboring cells, and their characteristics are empty sequences), the agent South or West of the other agent loses the contest. The winning agent continues executing the procedure Basic Approach until either it becomes a loser, or until the number of agents in its bag is n−1. We say that in the first case it ends procedure Basic Approach as a loser, and in the second case it ends it as a champion. These are values of variable role. ♦
Procedure Guiding
This procedure is executed only by the agent a that finished procedure Basic Approach as the champion in some cell v. The agent has paths from v to the waiting cells of n − 1 agents in its bag. It visits them in lexicographic order of the paths, each time coming back to v. At each visit, the agent a gives the visited agent a path to the starting cell of a. The procedure is terminated after coming back after the last visit. ♦
Procedure Final
If the executing agent terminated procedure Basic Approach as a loser then upon getting the path to the starting cell of the champion, it goes to this cell along this path. If the executing agent terminated procedure Basic Approach as a champion, then, after terminating procedure Guiding, it goes to its starting cell, along its characteristic. In both cases the agent stays in this cell forever, and transits to the final state ω upon noticing n − 1 other agents in this cell. ♦ Now Algorithm General Gathering can be succinctly formulated as follows.
Algorithm General Gathering execute procedure Basic Approach if role = champion then execute procedure Guiding execute procedure Final
Proof of Theorem 2.1
The theorem is proved by showing that Algorithm General Gathering gathers an arbitrary initial configuration with probability 1. In the rest of the proof, we omit the phrase "with probability 1", but all assertions should be understood with this qualifier. In [26] the authors showed that the routes that they constructed, and that are used in our procedure Basic Approach, form a tunnel, for any starting nodes v and w.
We first show that, for any two agents executing procedure Basic Approach, either one of them becomes a loser as a result of approach with another agent, or they get at distance at most 1, notice this fact, and break symmetry between them. Consider any such agents a and b, starting at cells v and w, respectively. If they both continue executing the procedure, since their routes form a tunnel, at some point one of the following two events must happen: either the agents traverse the same edge in opposite directions in the same round, or there exists a cell at which they are both in some round, coming from different directions.
In the first case, suppose that the crossing occurred in some round ρ. Then, in some round ρ ′ > ρ one of the agents looks at the states in its neighborhood and realizes the existence of the other agent. It suspends its walk and waits until the other agent proceeds with the look in some round ρ ′′ ≥ ρ ′ . Then the two agents compare the paths from their starting cells, which must be different because the last move was from different directions. This breaks symmetry: one of the agents becomes the loser in this contest, and the other the winner.
In the second case, consider the earliest round in which both agents are at the same cell v, coming from different directions. If they come to this cell in the same round, the argument is as before. Hence assume that agent a comes to cell v from cell u in round r, and agent b comes to this cell from cell u ′ in round r ′ > r. Let ℓ ′ be the round in which agent b makes its last look before its move in round r ′ . Consider two cases. If ℓ ′ < r, then agent b is at cell u ′ in round r in which agent a gets to v. Then it also gets to v in round r ′ . At the first look of a after its move to v in round r, agent a is at v and agent b is either at u ′ or at v. Then a notices b, suspends its walk and waits until b makes the next look. This can be either when b is at v or when it is at u. In both cases b notices agent a, and the symmetry between the agents is broken as before: one of them becomes the loser and the other the winner.
If r ≤ ℓ ′ < r ′ , then in round ℓ ′ when agent b makes a look, b is at cell u ′ and a is at cell v. Hence b notices agent a, suspends its walk, and waits until a makes the next look. This can happen either when a is still at v or when a is at u ′ . In both cases a notices agent b and the symmetry between the agents is broken as before: one of them becomes the loser and the other the winner.
Hence, if there are still at least two agents executing procedure Basic Approach, one of them must eventually enter a contest. Since every contest produces at least one loser, the number of agents executing procedure Basic Approach decreases after each of them, until only one agent remains: the champion. At this point all agents are inert, and the champion knows paths to each of them. The champion a visits each other agent, and gives it the current characteristic of a. Each such cell gets to the starting cell of the champion and remains there. The champion also gets to this cell, following its characteristic after visiting the last loser. Eventually each agent realizes that there are n − 1 other agents in this cell and enters the final state ω, which concludes the task of gathering. Since agents transit to the final state only when seeing n − 1 other agents in their cell, false detection of gathering cannot occur.
Finally, we note that the task is accomplished in the event that is the intersection of less than n events each of which is the approach of two agents, and thus has probability 1, in view of [26] . It follows that the intersection of these events also has probability 1, which concludes the proof.
Remark. It should be noted that our algorithm giving the result from Theorem 2.1 uses our general assumption that during each look the agent learns states of all agents situated in the same and in neighboring cells. Can this assumption be weakened by allowing the possibility of learning only states of agents located in the same cell? The answer is no. It is easy to observe that even in the simplest scenario of two agents walking on the infinite line graph (and hence simpler than the infinite grid we are considering) meeting of the agents with probability 1 is impossible if they cannot "see" beyond the currently occupied cell. This implies that our assumption that agents can sense the immediate neighborhood is necessary. It also shows the significant difference between our scenario where agents must meet in a cell and that from [26] , where they could meet inside an edge. While establishing a tunnel was enough to produce a meeting with probability 1 in [26] , without the possibility of any sensing, it would not be enough to produce a meeting with probability 1 in a cell, when agents are incapable of sensing beyond the currently occupied cell. This is why contests in the procedure Basic Approach (using sensing of the neighborhood) are needed in our current scenario.
Since the machine whose existence is asserted in Theorem 2.1 is of the strongest of all types that we consider, i.e., it has initial input, unbounded memory and is randomized, it is natural to ask if those three capabilities are indeed necessary to gather, with high probability, all initial configurations. We answer this question affirmatively as well. To do so, we consider the three possible combinations of two of these capabilities, without the third, and we show initial configurations that cannot be gathered, with high probability, if agents are copies of any such weaker machine.
We start our negative results with the following simple observation. Consider any deterministic Turing Machine with initial input, and consider an initial configuration consisting of two agents at distance d larger than 1, that are copies of this machine. Consider any initial input I given to these agents, and let q = f (I) be the state in which agents start. The adversary starts the two agents in the same round r 0 and then activates each of them in every round. In every round r ≥ r 0 the agents will be in the same state, they will not see any other agent, they will make the same moves, and hence they will be at the same distance d. Thus they can never meet. This proves the following proposition showing that randomness is necessary.
Proposition 2.1 No deterministic Turing Machine (regardless of the initial input) can be used to gather all possible initial configurations.
We proceed to prove that some initial input is necessary as well, for gathering with high probability. This is the subject of the following result. Theorem 2.2 Consider any random Turing Machine M without initial input. There exists an initial configuration that will be gathered with probability at most 1/2, if all agents are copies of M .
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exists a random Turing Machine M without initial input, such that any initial configuration can be gathered with probability larger than 1/2, if all agents are copies of M . Consider the initial configuration C consisting of two agents situated in cells (0, 0) and (0, 2). Consider the adversary A that activates both agents simultaneously in every round until gathering. There exists a positive integer t such that gathering of configuration C under adversary A will occur in time at most t with probability larger than 1/2. Let E be this event. Now consider the initial configuration C ′ consisting of three agents situated in cells (0, 0), (0, 2) and (0, t + 3). Consider the adversary A ′ that activates the agents starting from cells (0, 0) and (0, 2) simultaneously in every round until gathering, and that does not activate the third agent in any of the first t rounds. Let E ′ be the event that gathering of configuration C ′ will eventually occur under adversary A ′ . Events E and E ′ are not disjoint because each of them has probability larger than 1/2. Let e be an elementary event in E ∩ E ′ . Under event e and under adversary A, configuration C is gathered in time at most t. Consider what happens with configuration C ′ under event e and under adversary A ′ . In the first t rounds, agents starting in cells (0, 0) and (0, 2) behave exactly as in configuration C under adversary A and event e because in each of these rounds they compute the same value of function ψ: the third agent is inert in these rounds and each of the two agents is too far from it to reach it in these rounds. Hence agents starting in cells (0, 0) and (0, 2) in configuration C ′ meet and enter the final state ω in time at most t, which is incorrect, since they have not met the third agent. This contradiction concludes the proof.
Finally, we want to show that unbounded memory is also necessary for gathering with high probability. Indeed, we have the following result. Theorem 2.3 Consider any random finite automaton M with initial input. Consider any initial input I C given to agents in an initial configuration C, where all agents are copies of M . Then there exists a configuration C that will be gathered with probability at most 1/2.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exists a random finite automaton M with initial input, such that any initial configuration can be gathered with probability larger than 1/2, if all agents are copies of M . We construct by induction the following sequence of initial configurations. The initial configuration C 1 consists of two agents situated in cells (0, 0) and (0, 2). Suppose by induction that the initial configurations C i , for i < j, have been already constructed. Let I i be the initial input given to the agents when C i is the initial configuration. Let q i = f (I i ) be the state in which the agents start, given input I i . Consider the adversary A i that activates all agents in C i simultaneously in every round until gathering. There exists a positive integer t i such that gathering of configuration C i under adversary A i will occur in time at most t i with probability larger than 1/2. The configuration C j consists of all agents in C j−1 plus an additional agent situated at distance at least t 1 + t 2 + · · · + t j−1 + 1 from all agents in C j−1 . By definition, initial configurations C i are an increasing sequence of sets of agents ordered by inclusion.
Let k be the smallest integer such that there exists an integer k ′ < k for which q k = q k ′ . Such an integer must exist because the number of states in machine M is finite.
Let E be the event that gathering of configuration C k ′ under adversary A k ′ occurs in time at most t k ′ with probability larger than 1/2. Consider the following adversary A ′ for configuration C k : it activates the agents from the sub-configuration C k ′ simultaneously in every round until gathering, and it does not activate any other agent from C k in any of the first t k ′ rounds. Let E ′ be the event that gathering of configuration C k will eventually occur under adversary A ′ . Events E and E ′ are not disjoint because each of them has probability larger than 1/2. Let e be an elementary event in E ∩ E ′ . Under event e and under adversary
Consider what happens with configuration C k under event e and under adversary A ′ . In the first t k ′ rounds, agents from the sub-configuration C k ′ behave exactly as under adversary A k ′ and under event e because in each of these rounds they compute the same value of function ψ: the other agents from configuration C k are inert in these rounds and each of these agents is too far from agents of the sub-configuration C k ′ to be reached by them in these rounds. Hence agents from the sub-configuration C k ′ meet and enter the final state ω in time at most t k ′ , which is incorrect, since they have not met the other agents of C k . This contradiction concludes the proof. Proposition 2.1 and Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 show that all three considered features, i.e., initial input, unbounded memory and randomness, must be used to construct a state machine that will permit to gather all possible initial configurations with high probability. Since Theorem 2.1 asserts the existence of such a machine that can be used for gathering all initial configurations with probability 1, this result is the best possible in terms of machine strength assumptions.
Finally, notice that, while our positive result holds even for the omniscient asynchronous adversary that knows all random bits in advance, our negative results hold even for the oblivious adversary that does not such advance knowledge.
Deterministic machines
In this section we consider the power of deterministic machines (both Turing Machines and finite automata) to gather the important class of connected configurations. These are initial configurations for which the subgraph of the grid induced by cells containing agents is connected. In the case of deterministic machines it is a natural class to consider, as even some of the simplest disconnected configurations (two agents at distance larger than 1) cannot be gathered deterministically (regardless of the initial input) because (as we have observed in Section 2) symmetry cannot be broken, if the adversary activates the agents simultaneously.
We show that deterministic Turing Machines without initial input can be used to gather all connected configurations, and that deterministic finite automata without initial input (our weakest model) can be used to gather all contractible connected configurations, i.e., connected configurations without "holes". The latter configurations are formally defined as follows: both the subgraph of Z 2 induced by cells containing agents and the subgraph of Z 2 induced by cells not containing agents, are connected.
The first result of this section concerns the class of all connected configurations. Theorem 3.1 There exists a deterministic Turing Machine M without initial input, such that any initial connected configuration will be gathered, if all agents are copies of M .
We present an algorithm that achieves gathering, starting from any initial connected configuration, and can be executed by agents that are identical copies of some Turing Machine without input.
Algorithm Connected Gathering
The high-level idea of the algorithm is the following. First, all agents acquire a map of the configuration, executing procedure Map Construction. This is done without moving any agent, solely by writing in the memory of the agents increasingly longer sequences of letters N, E, S, W , and of symbols N ′ , E ′ , S ′ , W ′ , corresponding to paths in an (asynchronous) DFS search of the graph representing the configuration, starting from every agent. Once the map is acquired by an agent and it becomes aware of it, the agent gets the tag informed and starts participating in procedure Confirmation whose aim is to learn that all agents are informed. Procedure Confirmation is essentially a repetition of procedure Map Construction, but only informed agents participate in it. Finally, after completing procedure Confirmation, each agent executes procedure Walk. It registers the total number n of agents, and identifies the East-most agent a in the North-most row of agents. Then each other agent individually goes to the cell occupied by a. Every agent transits to the final state ω when it sees n − 1 other agents in this cell.
We now describe the details of the algorithm. A clean sequence is a sequence of letters from {N, E, S, W }. Concatenation of sequences is denoted by ·. The mirror of the sequence α = (a 1 , . . . , a k ) , where a i ∈ {N, E, S, W }, is the sequence (a ′ k , a ′ k−1 , . . . , a ′ 1 ) denoted as α ′ . A leaf is an agent that has only one neighboring agent.
The first procedure can be described as follows.
Procedure Map Construction Part 1.
1. After the first look, an agent a that is not a leaf and sees another agent b in a neighboring cell, writes in its own memory the sequence consisting of a single letter x corresponding to the direction in which a is with respect to b. This codes a forward arrow in the DFS search.
2. After the first look, an agent a that is a leaf and sees another agent b in a neighboring cell, writes in its own memory the sequence (xx ′ ), where x is the letter corresponding to the direction in which a is with respect to b. This codes a forward and the opposite backward arrow in the DFS search, when a leaf is visited.
3. If in some look an agent a that is not a leaf sees in the memory of a neighbor agent b a clean sequence α that was not there at the previous look of a, agent a appends to its own memory the sequence α · (x), where x corresponds to the direction in which a is with respect to b. This codes a forward arrow in the DFS search.
4. If in some look an agent a that is a leaf sees in the memory of a neighbor agent b a clean sequence α that was not there at the previous look of a, agent a appends to its own memory the sequence α · (xx ′ ), where x corresponds to the direction in which a is with respect to b. This codes a forward arrow and the opposite backward arrow in the DFS search, when a leaf is visited.
5. If in some look an agent a sees in the memory of a neighbor agent b a clean sequence of the form α · β that was not there at the previous look of a, and such that α is in the memory of a, then a appends to its own memory the sequence α · β · (xx ′ ), where x is the letter corresponding to the direction in which a is with respect to b. This codes a forward and the opposite backward arrow in the DFS search, when a loop in the search is closed.
6. If in some look an agent a sees in the memory of a neighbor agent b a sequence α, and it sees, in the memories of all other neighbor agents, sequences of the form α · (x) · β · β ′ , where x ∈ {N, E, S, W }, and it has in its own memory the sequence α · (x), agent a appends to its memory the extension α · (x) · β · β ′ · (x ′ ) of each sequence α · (x) · β · β ′ and erases the sequence α · (x) from its memory. This codes a backward arrow in the DFS search.
Part 2.
An agent a that in some look sees only sequences of the form α · α ′ in the memories of all neighbor agents, gets the tag informed and constructs the map of the configuration as follows. For every sequence α · α ′ in the memory of every neighbor of a, and for every prefix β of α in every such sequence, agent a puts (in its memory) an agent in the cell corresponding to the path β from its own cell. Also, agent a records the total number n of agents. ♦
The second procedure, whose aim is learning that all agents are informed, is a repetition of the previous one among agents with tag informed, and can be described as follows.
Procedure Confirmation
The first part of the procedure is a copy of Part 1 of procedure Map Construction, with the following modification: each word "agent" is replaced by "agent with tag informed". All sequences inscribed in the memories of agents during procedure Confirmation are written in a different color (say red) than in procedure Map Construction.
The second part of the procedure is as follows. An informed agent a that in some look sees the tag informed in all neighboring agents, and all red sequences that it sees in their memories are of the form α · α ′ , gets a tag ready. At this point the agent knows that all other agents know the map of the configuration. ♦
The aim of the final procedure is getting to the same cell. It is executed by each agent with tag ready.
Procedure Walk
Let (x, y) be the cell of the agent, let y + y ′ be the North-most row of the configuration, and let (x + x ′ , y + y ′ ), for some integers x ′ , y ′ , be the East-most cell occupied by an agent in this row.
(Note that y ′ is necessarily non-negative, but x ′ may be negative.) The agent makes y ′ steps North. Then it makes x ′ steps East, if x ′ is non-negative, and x ′ steps West, if x ′ is negative. At this point the agent stops forever. The agent transits to the final state ω when it sees n − 1 other agents in this cell. ♦ Now Algorithm Connected Gathering can be succinctly formulated as follows.
Algorithm Connected Gathering execute procedure Map Construction execute procedure Confirmation execute procedure Walk
Proof of Theorem 3.1
The theorem is proved by showing that Algorithm Connected Gathering (which is deterministic and does not use any initial input) correctly accomplishes gathering, and all agents detect this fact.
Procedure Map Construction is an implementation of an (asynchronous) Depth First Search of the graph representing the connected configuration, starting from every cell of this graph. Clean sequences code forward paths in DFS, and sequences with primed letters code backward paths, and are needed to signal when a given DFS call is completed (item 6 of Part 1 of procedure Map Construction). In particular, any agent a all of whose neighbors completed the search initiated by a learns it and becomes informed (Part 2 of procedure Map Construction). Keeping all forward paths followed by corresponding backward paths in the memory of the agents serves to reconstruct the configuration, which is done in Part 2 of procedure Map Construction. Hence, at the end of procedure Map Construction, an agent has a correct map of the entire configuration and gets the tag informed.
At this point, every agent can unambiguously identify the East-most cell of the North-most row of the configuration. However, trying to get there immediately, before making sure that all other agents are informed, would be dangerous, as it would risk to disconnect the configuration, preventing other (slower) agents to see the East-most cell of the North-most row of the (initial) configuration. Preventing this is the role of procedure Confirmation. Since this procedure is a DFS executed only by informed agents, when it is completed, every agent can safely get to the designated cell, knowing that all other agents are informed, and hence will get independently to the same cell. The moves of each agent are done only during procedure Walk, and end when the agent gets to this cell. Since agents transit to the final state only when seeing n − 1 other agents in their cell, false detection of gathering cannot occur.
Our final result concerns the class of contractible connected configurations. Recall that these are configurations for which both the subgraph of Z 2 induced by cells containing agents and the subgraph of Z 2 induced by cells not containing agents, are connected (the latter subgraph is infinite). Notice that these are exactly connected configurations without holes, where a hole is defined as a finite connected component of the subgraph of Z 2 induced by cells not containing agents.
Theorem 3.2 There exists a deterministic finite automaton M without initial input, such that any initial connected contractible configuration will be gathered, if all agents are copies of M .
We present an algorithm that achieves gathering, starting from any initial connected contractible configuration, and can be executed by agents that are identical copies of some deterministic finite automaton without initial input. We will need the following terminology. A N-leaf (resp. E-leaf, S-leaf, W-leaf) is an agent all of whose neighbor agents are located in the cell South of it (resp. West of it, North of it, East of it). A NE-corner (resp. NW-corner) is an agent that has neighbor agents in exactly two cells, South of it and West of it (resp. South of it and East of it). A 4-cycle is a set of agents forming a 4-cycle in the graph representing the configuration. An articulation cell in a connected configuration is a cell whose removal disconnects the configuration.
Algorithm Connected Contractible Gathering
The high-level idea of the algorithm is the following. Agents use only local observations to decide on their moves (as opposed to unbounded sequences of such previous observations, as in the case of Algorithm Connected Gathering) : this is why the algorithm can be executed by copies of a finite automaton. Moreover, the algorithm has the following shrinking property: no agent ever moves to a cell that is not occupied by some agent in the current configuration. Thus the set of occupied cells is monotonically decreasing as the algorithm proceeds. Also, at all times, the current configuration is connected contractible. The algorithm proceeds using the following two types of moves: leaf destruction in which a leaf goes to its only neighboring occupied cell (with the aim of eventually emptying the cell containing this leaf), and 4-cycle destruction in which an agent that is a NE-corner or a NW-corner and is in a 4-cycle, goes to the cell South of it (with the aim of eventually destroying this 4-cycle, after all agents of this corner finally get South). It will be proved that, starting from any connected contractible configuration, any sequence of these two types of moves eventually results in all agents gathered in a single cell, at which point they all detect gathering and transit to the final state.
We now describe the details of the algorithm. The first procedure removes leaves from the configuration. This is implemented by moving all leaf agents to the neighbor occupied cell. However, care should be taken in the special case of configurations where only two (neighbor) cells are occupied. Then agents in both these cells are leaves, and careless moving to the neighbor cell could result in an infinite series of swaps. This is why, in this special case, symmetry between the two cells is broken, and agents of one of them stay still, while only the other agents move.
Procedure Leaf Destruction
If in some look an agent sees that it is a N-leaf or a E-leaf, it transits to the state move South, resp. move West and moves South (resp. moves West). If in some look an agent sees that it is a S-leaf or a W-leaf, it transits to the state leaf asking. An agent that sees a neighbor agent South or West of it in the state leaf asking and is not a leaf itself, transits to the state leaf agree. An agent that is in state leaf asking and sees all neighbor agents in state leaf agree, transits to the state move North, if it is an S-leaf, and to the state move East, if it is a W-leaf, and moves North, resp. moves East. ♦ Remark. Notice that, while the state leaf agree is introduced in the above procedure to prevent infinite swapping between two neighboring leaves, one such swap can still occur (which is harmless). Due to asynchrony, the following situation could happen. There are three agents: agent a in cell (x, y), agent b in cell (x, y + 1), and agent c in cell (x, y + 2). Agent a that is a S-leaf, transits to the state leaf asking. Agent b that is currently not a leaf, transits to the state leaf agree. Agent a makes a look, sees agent b in state leaf agree, and computes its next state move North. Then agent c that is a N-leaf transits to the state move South and moves South. Now both b and c are N-leaves. They may look, realize it, transit to the state move South and move South, while agent a transits to the (previously computed) state move North and moves North, which results in a swap. However, this cannot occur the second time because now there are only two occupied neighboring cells, and agent a which is now a N-leaf will never transit to state leaf agree.
The next procedure removes NE-corners and NW-corners from 4-cycles in the configuration, by moving the respective agents South. Intuitively, an agent that is a NE-corner or a NW-corner, asks the agent located South of it, if they are in a 4-cycle. After a positive answer, the agent moves South.
Procedure 4-cycle Destruction
If in some look an agent sees that it is a NE-corner, then it transits to state NE-question. Te proof of correctness of Algorithm Connected Contractible Gathering uses the following crucial geometric lemma.
Lemma 3.1 Every connected contractible configuration that has neither leaves nor 4-cycles containing NE-corners or NW-corners, must have all agents located in a single cell.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a connected contractible configuration C that has neither leaves nor 4-cycles containing NE-corners or NW-corners, but has agents in at least two cells.
Part 1.
We first prove the lemma under the additional assumption that the configuration does not have any articulation cell. Let x be the North-most row of the configuration, and let (x, y) and (x, y ′ ) be, respectively, the East-most and the West-most cells in this row. We may assume that y ′ < y because otherwise the cell (x, y) would be a leaf, or all agents would be located in a single cell. By definition, there are no agents in cells (x + 1, y) and (x, y + 1), hence this cell is a NE-corner. There must be agents in cells (x, y − 1) and (x − 1, y) because otherwise the cell (x, y) would be either a leaf, or this cell of the configuration would be isolated. The is no agent in cell (x − 1, y − 1) because otherwise there would be a 4-cycle containing a NE-corner.
There must exist in the configuration either a path from cell (x, y ′ ) to cell (x, y − 1), or a path from cell (x, y ′ ) to cell (x − 1, y) because otherwise the set of three cells (x, y), (x + 1, y) and (x, y + 1) would form a connected component, contradicting the fact that the configuration is connected. If all the paths from cell (x, y ′ ) to cell (x, y − 1) contained cell (x, y), then cell (x − 1, y) would be an articulation cell, contrary to our assumption. Similarly, if all the paths from cell (x, y ′ ) to cell (x − 1, y) contained cell (x, y), then cell (x, y − 1) would be an articulation cell. Hence, there must exist a path π 1 from cell (x, y ′ ) to cell (x, y − 1) not containing cell (x, y), and a path π 2 from cell (x, y ′ ) to cell (x − 1, y) not containing cell (x, y). The union of these two paths disconnects the subgraph of Z 2 induced by cells not containing agents: the cell (x − 1, y − 1) is not in the infinite connected component of this subgraph. This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma under the additional assumption that the configuration does not have any articulation cell.
Part 2.
Next suppose that the configuration C contains articulation cells. Consider the smallest articulation component C ′ of the configuration C, i.e., a connected component of the configuration resulting from removal of all articulation cells. Configuration C ′ does not contain any articulation cells.
Consider an articulation cell v of C and a cell w of C ′ adjacent to v. We may suppose that w is in the North-most row of C ′ , otherwise the argument is as in Part 1, with the cell (x, y ′ ) replaced by v. We consider 4 cases: when w is North, East, South or West of v.
Case 1. w is North of v.
The cell w cannot be a single cell of C ′ in this row because then w would be a leaf of C. Hence either there is a cell East of w or West of w in C ′ . Consider the first case. Suppose that w ′ = w is the East-most cell in this row. If w ′ is a neighbor of w then it must have a South neighbor, otherwise it would be a leaf. Hence w ′ is a NE-corner in a 4-cycle, which is a contradiction. Hence w ′ is not a neighbor of w, and the argument is as in Part 1, with the cell (x, y ′ ) replaced by v. In the second case, when there is a cell West of w in C ′ , the argument is similar, with the NE-corner replaced by the NW-corner.
Case 2. w is East of v.
If w is the East-most cell in this row, then it must have a South neighbor, otherwise it would be a leaf. Hence v cannot have a South neighbor because then w would be a NE-corner in a 4-cycle. However this contradicts the minimality of C ′ , as w is an articulation cell. If w is not the East-most cell in this row, then we consider the East-most cell in this row and the argument is as in Part 1, with the cell (x, y ′ ) replaced by v.
Case 3. w is South of v.
The cell w cannot be a single node of C ′ in this row because then w would be a leaf of C. Hence either there is a cell East of w or West of w in C ′ . Consider the first case. Suppose that w ′ = w is the East-most cell in this row. If w ′ is a neighbor of w then it must have a South neighbor, otherwise it would be a leaf. Hence w cannot have a South neighbor because then w ′ would be a NE-corner in a 4-cycle. The rest of the argument is as in Part 1, with the cell (x, y ′ ) replaced by v. In the second case, when there is a cell West of w in C ′ , the argument is similar, with the NE-corner replaced by the NW-corner.
Case 4. w is West of v.
The argument is analogous to Case 2.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.2. The proof consists in showing that Algorithm Connected Contractible Gathering correctly performs gathering of any connected contractible configuration. In view of the formulation of procedures Leaf Destruction and 4-cycle Destruction, this algorithm can be executed by copies of a deterministic finite automaton without initial input.
Proof of Theorem 3.2
In order to prove the correctness of Algorithm Connected Contractible Gathering, consider any initial connected contractible configuration C. We first prove that all agents eventually get to a single cell. If the configuration has neither leaves nor 4-cycles containing NE-corners or NWcorners, then this is the case for the initial configuration C, by Lemma 3.1. Hence suppose that C has either leaves or such corners. In every move an agent goes from a leaf to the neighbor cell, or from a corner as above to its South neighbor cell. After a finite number of moves some cell occupied by agents becomes non-occupied. By the formulation of the algorithm, the opposite change never happens. Moreover, whenever the number of occupied cells decreases, the configuration remains connected contractible. Indeed, destroying a leaf or a NE-corner or a NW-corner in a 4-cycle cannot disconnect a configuration. To see that it cannot create a hole, notice that, if a configuration C ′ results from configuration C ′′ by deleting a leaf or such a corner x, and if there were a hole H in C ′ , then either H or H \{x} must have been a hole in C ′′ . It follows that whenever Algorithm Connected Contractible Gathering creates a new configuration, then it is connected contractible. Eventually a connected contractible configuration is created that has neither leaves nor 4-cycles containing NE-corners or NW-corners. By Lemma 3.1, all agents in this configuration are in a single cell. The first look of any agent after this time confirms that there are no neighboring agents, and hence the agent transits to state ω. This proves that, starting from any initial connected contractible configuration, all agents eventually get to a single cell and transit to state ω. Since the configuration never gets disconnected during the algorithm execution, agents can never transit to state ω when not all agents are in a single cell. This proves the correctness of Algorithm Connected Contractible Gathering.
Conclusion
We showed that "three qualities are better than two" for asynchronous gathering of agents in the planar grid: while initial input, unbounded memory and randomization put together can produce a machine that can be used to gather all possible initial configurations with probability 1, no machine that has some two of these qualities but not the third, can be used to achieve this goal. It would be interesting to give an exact characterization of classes of configurations that can be gathered using copies of machines enjoying every two of these qualities but not the third (i.e., resp. deterministic Turing Machines with initial input, random finite automata with initial input, and random Turing machines without initial input), and to give an exact characterization of classes of configurations that can be gathered using copies of machines that have a single of these qualities (i.e., resp. deterministic finite automata with initial input, deterministic Turing Machines without initial input, and random finite automata without initial input). For deterministic machines without initial input we showed that Turing Machines can gather all initial connected configurations and that finite automata can gather all initial connected contractible configurations. This leaves an interesting open question: Can we use our weakest machines, i.e., deterministic finite automata without initial input, to gather all connected configurations. Our conjecture is: no. Regardless of the status of this conjecture, what class of configurations can be gathered when agents are copies of a deterministic finite automaton without initial input?
